For a Healthier and Better Lifestyle

Breathe PURE...Stay HEALTHY

ion Dome
Scientifically proven product for

Pure and Fresh Air !

Recognised by “ICMR” & ILAC Accredited Lab (International)

www.burge.co.in

Clean & pure air is essential for our healthy life, but......
Virus
Germs

Fungus

Smoke
Odour

Bacteria
Pollen
Dust

Everyday our home is bombarded with microscopic particles like:
Wind laden with germs, viruses and bacteria, black fungus, mold, allergens like dust & pollen, odour, smoke & soot

Let's understand the theory behind the ion Dome:

The generator produces millions of positively charged & negatively
charged ions which are fired out from the ion Dome.

The positively charged & negatively charged ions, instantly bond with
the surface of the micro-organism like the Corona virus, causing a
chemical reaction, resulting in the creation of highly
reactive OH groups called hydroxyl radicals.

The hydroxyl radical (OH) takes up a
hydrogen (H) from the cell spike protein or cell
wall of the micro-organism.

This chemical reaction completely destroys
the virus while forming a harmless water
molecule.

To protect you from
air-laden attackers

Introduces the all new

ion Dome
your protector!

ICMR approved
n
99.99%

efficacy in destroying viruses

n
Tested

and Certified for its effectiveness in rupturing the envelope
and spike proteins of SARS CoV-2 Virus

n
Test conducted

by Rajiv Gandhi Centre for Biotechnology -Trivandrum,
an “ICMR” Recognised & ILAC Accredited Lab (International)

Ions are found in abundance
in nature, such as in the forest,
near waterfalls & oceans and
are completely harmless to
humans.
The ion Dome simulates such
ion generation.

The ion Dome is available in a range of colour combinations to choose from

Applications:
The ion Dome can be safely placed on any stable surface. It is a plug and play device and needs no installation.

Living room

Kitchen

The ion Dome is ozone-free, self-contained and needs
no refilling and does not contain any filter that may
require replacement.

It is so versatile that it can easily fight bad odour and
smoke. Dust, pollen and soot settles down harmlessly
on the floor.

Bedroom

Office

Hotel & Restaurant

Technical Specifications:
ion Dome Model No.

IONGNR008002

IONGNR008003

Applicable Area

150 Sqft.

200 Sqft.

Fan Air flow rate

51.5 CFM

75 CFM

Applicable Temp.

00 C to 450 C

Rated Voltage/frequency

100-264VAC, 50-60Hz (AC-DC Adaptor)

Rated Power

*

1

*

YEAR

10W

Size(mm)

Dia-175 X H-165

ion generator Model

ASA800205801

BuRGE Electronics Pvt Ltd.
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Made in India
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